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Having brought its owners 20 years of enjoyment,  
a country retreat in NSW’s Hunter Valley  

receives a well-deserved update. 
WO R D S  Chris Pearson | P H OTO G R A P H Y  Chris Warnes | ST Y L I N G  Kate Nixon 

CHAPTER
DINING This double-height 
room plays host to a 
glamorous customised 
chandelier and Mood dining 
chairs from Weylandts (now 
closed). Artworks by 
unknown artists. BACKYARD 
The house, designed by Tom 
Rivard and built in 2000,  
still looks amazingly 
contemporary, helped by the 
refurbished garden by Paul 
Bangay and the interior 
tweaks by Thomas Hamel.

The next
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LIVING The living area enjoys broad vistas smartly framed by the rendered-brick fireplace. Sand Dune Tibetan rug,  
Behruz Studio. Nikki double coffee table, Hermon Hermon Commercial. Painted side tables, Weylandts. Existing sofa 
reupholstered by Thomas Hamel & Associates in Clarence House ‘Decorex Erfoud Castro’ linen, from Kneedler Fauchère, 
LA. Cushions in Clarence House ‘Belgian’ linen from The Textile Company and Jim Thompson ‘Himma Gardens’ linen from 
Milgate. Custom cream armchair, Thomas Hamel & Associates, covered in classic cloth Dunmore fabric in Pistachio, from 
Kneedler Fauchère. Nizam armchair and trio of painted tribal stools, Weylandts. Terracotta sculpture by Bill Anson. T he pull of a tranquil rural retreat was hard to 

resist for the owner of this striking home in  
the NSW Hunter Valley. His Austrian father 
owned the neighbouring property, and in  
2000, he built this farm – designed by architect 

Tom Rivard – so his children could enjoy the same carefree 
weekends he’d experienced as a boy. 

Designed to be low-maintenance, the Modernist concrete-
clad home remained largely untouched until 2015,  
when, after years of family rough and tumble, its interiors 
called for an update. The owner asked designer Thomas 
Hamel, who had worked with him on other projects, to 
update it for what had then become a blended family of 
five children of varying ages (now 11 to 29). “We wanted  
a relaxed, easy-living home,” says the owner. And that is 
exactly what they got.

The original house was so well conceived that this was 
“more of a tweak; the icing on the cake”, says Thomas, who 
undertook the project with colleagues Carla Barton and 
Brendan Guy. However, there were practical issues to 
address, the most glaring being that the home didn’t make 

the most of the sweeping rural vistas from its elevated 
site. “The house did not sit well in the landscape,” says 
Thomas. “The garden was scrappy with hedging directly 
outside the living room windows blocking the view.” 

Because the floor plan had served the family well, the 
trio left it untouched. Its U-shape forms three wings 
wrapped around a terrace. Open-plan living areas, including 
a double-height dining space, occupy one of the wings, 
morphing into four bedrooms and three bathrooms in the 
opposite wing. On a mezzanine are a family sitting room 
and games room. The adults’ realm is the downstairs sitting 
room with generous glazing that bathes the room in daylight 
and a sculptural fireplace that frames the landscape.

The biggest transformation, says Thomas, was the 
kitchen. Where once was a small window offering a miserly 
connection with the outdoors, he and his team installed 
bifolds leading to a barbecue area with pizza oven, which 
has become a favourite entertaining spot. To lend warmth 
to the highly resilient but rather cool tiled floors, he added 
oak veneer joinery and V-groove panelling, picking up on 
the rural theme. A discreet door within the V-groove  >  
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connects the kitchen with service areas, including a generous 
walk-in pantry, laundry, wine cellar and mud room, the latter 
much needed on a working farm with horses and cattle.

The only other major change was adding a bay window with 
seat in the main bedroom, which offers me-time for the owners 
to enjoy that rural view while immersed in a book. Meanwhile, 
the bathrooms just needed a scrub-up with new vanities.

Thomas played up the home’s signature features, such as 
the steel staircase and library beside the kitchen. “The 
shelves give the space a library sensibility,” he says. “We 
brought in a seating area to emphasise that.” Meanwhile, 
in the soaring dining hall, he added vertical polished timber 
beams to give the void structure and gravitas. The crowning 
glory is a cascading chandelier that dazzles like a waterfall 
and brings glamour to a much-used entertaining area. 

Highly textured furnishings connect the living room to 
the garden and landscape, the views framed by the built-in 
sofa under the windows, which Thomas reupholstered, and 
the chimney. “The brief was country simplicity with hard-
wearing fabrics. It had to be decorative, but not too precious,” 
he says. Ethnic accessories are teamed with furnishings 
from the Melbourne outpost (now sadly closed) of South 
African homewares chain, Weylandts.    >

KITCHEN This page and opposite Thomas gave the kitchen a thorough makeover, which included brand new joinery 
and bifold windows that double as a servery. The existing steel stairs and shelves (opposite, bottom) were integrated 
into the room by a seating area that creates a library feel. Joinery in oak veneer, Thomas Hamel & Associates. 
Benchtops in Gris Fuma quartz from WK-Quantum Quartz. Square cabinet pulls, Mother of Pearl & Sons Trading. 
Erik Buch bar stools, Great Dane. Mood armchairs, Weylandts. Icon aged brass tapware, Astra Walker. The Giver 
artwork by Conchita Carambano, Graphis Art + Framing. 



The palette

WK-Quantum 
Quartz Crema 

Marfil  
(bathroom 

vanities)

WK-Quantum 
Quartz Gris 

Fuma Quartz 
(kitchen bench)

Porter’s Paints 
Aquitaine
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The palette draws from the landscape, with the dark 
eucalypt-clad internal walls left as is and the tiled floors 
lending a rugged outdoorsy feeling, so the living areas and 
the landscape become one, the synergy aided by the generous 
glazing. While dusty neutrals prevail, at the behest of the 
owner, there’s a light touch to the furniture, with splashes 
of cream, red and apple green upping the energy. 

In a nod to the owner’s heritage, Thomas has included  
a flight of fancy, a folly called a stube, another entertaining 
space. While the outside, in Australian hardwood with  
a corrugated iron roof, draws on the local vernacular,  
the inside is clad in knotted pine, in true Tyrolean style.  
The rest of the garden fell into the capable hands of Paul 
Bangay, whose brief was to create something more European, 
with cypress trees, a maple and fruit trees.

“I love the living room with its brick fireplace,” says 
Thomas. “Open and expansive, it frames and lets you fully 
appreciate the garden. You can see the slopes of the rolling 
hills, yet the room has a wonderful strength and rigidity in 
startling contrast.” Sitting in harmony with the landscape, 
this stylish home is built to last.   >
Thomas Hamel & Associates, Redfern, NSW; (02) 9699 3688 
or thomashamel.com. 

THIS IS THE LIFE 
Whether home alone or playing host, the family 
spends most of their time in the kitchen and lounge 
area. “We love to cook when we have time – which 
we do when we visit our farm, well away from the 
hustle and bustle of Sydney,” says the owner. But 
most of their weekends are spent just winding  
down after a busy week. “We love the relaxed feel  
of the house and the way it quickly brings us down 
to earth to enjoy the country lifestyle.”

MAIN BEDROOM This page and opposite bottom Custom bedspread by Thomas Hamel & Associates in Kerry Joyce 
‘Diamante’ fabric in Antique White. Custom area rug, Behruz Studio. Seguro bench, Crate & Barrel. Oscar armchairs, 
Weylandts. Custom sheer curtains by Thomas Hamel & Associates in Wisp linen, Unique Fabrics. Capiz round chandelier, 
West Elm. Baker ‘Anneau’ wall sconce, Studio Cavit. Side table, Coco Republic. Tender artwork by Monique Lovering, 
Graphis Art + Framing. BATHROOM Opposite top left Icon tapware, Astra Walker. Benchtops in Crema Marfil, WK-
Quantum Quartz. Antique barrel table, Weylandts. Towel, Loom. Artwork by unknown artist. ENSUITE Opposite top  
right Gubi ‘Adnet’ mirror in black leather, Cult. Oly ‘Micah’ sconce, Coco Republic. Artwork by unknown artist.
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GARDENS Clockwise from top 
left Thomas takes time out in 
the garden, designed by Paul 
Bangay. Oscar armchairs, 
Weylandts. In the pergola, 
Maxi three-seater lounge, 
Robert Plumb. The Robert 
Plumb ‘Angelina’ firepit from 
Eco Outdoor sits adjacent  
to the main living room and 
kitchen. Milos armchairs, 
cushions and ceramic  
garden stools, Weylandts. 
A traditional stube dwelling 
references the owner’s  
Austrian heritage.  #  For 
Where to Buy, see page 192. 
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